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Cl·ue Appears in Clothing
MANILA, Philippines (UPI)The first finn clue in the assassination of Benigno Aquino emerged
Tuesday from the nickname "Rolly" stitched in the clothing of the
man the government said killed the
opposition leader.
Filipino leftists denied there had
been any communist involvment in
the assassination of the charismatic,
50-year-old Aquino, as charged
Monday by President Ferdinand
Marcos.
Manila police chief Maj. Gen.
Prospera Olivas said investigators
also were trying to trace the serial
number of the .357 Magnum handgun allegedly used to shoot Aquino
moments after his arrival Sunday
from three years of self-exile in the
United States.
Government television said the
name Rolly embroidered in the
alleged gunman's underwear was
"the first finn lead" in attempts to
identify him. Olivas said the man
also was wearing a gold ring with the

,,

initial "R'' on it.
The alleged assassin was ·shot
down in a volley of military gunfire
seconds after the government said he
fired a single bullet into the back of
Aquino's head.
In response to charges that military guards killed Aquino, officials
said at least seven soldiers had been
disanned 11nd tests would be conducted to determine who had fired
weapons during the brief burst of
gunfire on the tannac of Manila air-

port.
Photographs of the stockily-built
suspect laying on a morgue stretcher
were printed in local newspapers
and shown on television broadcasts
in hopes someone would identify
him.
Tens of thousands of Filipinos
packed sealed-off streets outside the
family home in suburban Quezon
City for the second day to view
Aquino's bloodstained corpse on
display in an open casket.

Man Convicted of Rape
ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) ·-A
31-yeai-old man, arrested by police
who staked out his rendezvous with
a rape victim, has been convicted of
two counts of sexual penetration,
kidnapping and escaping from a
police officer.
District Judge Patricia Madrid
Monday ordered a 60-day evaluation for Frank Vincent Sanchez prior
to sentencing the Bosque Farms
man, who was convicted by a jury
that deliberated more than seven
hours.
Sanchez testified during the trial
that the victim, a 21-year-old University of New Mexico student, enticed him into having sex with her
after picking him up on East Central
Avenue.
The woman said Sanchez

accosted her at knifepoint as she
walked back to her donnitory on the
UNM campus, forced her into her
car and drove her to the vicinity of
Rio Bravo Boulevard and the Rio
Grande, where the sexual attack
took place.
During the ordeal the woman
gave in to repeated requests to give
her telephone number to the man.
She then contacted UNM police,
who told her to agree to meet the
man.
The woman arranged to meet her
assailant outside Zimmerman Library when he called the next day.
Five policemen were used in the
~takeout and arrest, during which
Sanchez briefly broke away from the
officers, giving rise to the charge of
escaping from a police officer.

Michael A. Gallegos

ASUNM PTesident Dsn se,sno taunts II student (left} who will attempt to put him in the
wsteT. (Tight} The student is successful as SeTtsno takes the plunge. Several UNM adminstratoi'S weTe slso dunked on the Msll Tuesday by students who paid foT the chance. The
pToceeds weTe given to the United Way.

Hurricane Survivors Get Federal Help
HOUSTON (UPI) - Hundreds Agency facility at Ellington Air
of survivors of Hurricane Alicia Force Base.
Tuesday lined up at three federal disHughes owned a restaurant and
aster assistance centers hoping for bar on Galveston Beach, which was
loans, temporary housing and other destroyed by the storm Thursday.
government funded benefits.
"I'm going to try to move to the
"All I want to do is to be able to mainland," Hughes said.
Southeast Texas residents from
relocate and start with new stuff,''
said Tom Hughes, first in line at the Houston to Galveston have been
Federal Emergency Management slowly struggling back to normal

Senate Discusses Concerns over Education Quality
By Steve Shoup
Concern over the long-tenn quality of education provided by the University was one of the major topics
of discussion at the University of
New Mexico Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday.

Concerns over faculty course
their concerns, which centered primarily on funding for UNM. Lack of loads, as compared to other regional
adequate funding for teaching assis- universities, and the amount of untants, research, travel, supplies, paid work done by faculty was also
equipment and the Jike, and how brought up.
The Commission on Higher
they reduce the quality of education
were the main points of this discus- Education will hold public hearings
over the next six weeks in nine New
sion.

Mexico Jocations, including two in
Albuquerque, to discuss these and
other issues. The first Albuquerque
hearing will be held in the Student
Union Building Ballroom Sept. J4
at II a.m. Hearings will be held at
the law and medical schools on Sept.
26.

Fred Harris, professor of political
science and chairman of the Governor's Commission on Higher
Education, outlined the principal
tasks and goals of the commission,
which was foJiowed by discussion
and suggestions by senators of problems concerning UNM.
·
Harris said the main tasks Gov.
Anaya assigned the commission are
to spotlight the good things in, and
build public support for~ higher
education in New Mexico and to
make recommendations to promote
excellence in the state's institutions.

INSIDE
'

UNMSPEAK:
See Page 4

The commisssion will work with
the Board of Educational Finance to
get 100 percent funding for UNM in
fiscal 1984-85; Hartis said. ·
The commission will also recommend ''substantial pay increasest'
for University employees, which
will tJrobably be in two steps: an
. immediate wage increase early next
year, followed by an increase in the
next fiscal year, Harris said.
Faculty ~enators also discussed

RECRUITING RUSH:
See Page 5
ACTIVE LISTENING:
See, Page 8

MUSIC APPRECIATION:
See Page 9
Faculty Senate PTesident David Ksulfmsn addresses the senate Tuesday afternoon st Kitt•
AuditoTium.

I',.{

since Alicia hit early Thursday. Alicia, the first hurricane to hitthe U.S.
mainland in two years, caused at
least 18 deaths and damages which
an insurance company estimated
will be $1 billion.
In addition to the FEMA center at
Ellington, the government opened
two other offices in Baytown and
Galveston.
More than 400 people had lined
up before the Ellington center
opened Tuesday. They stood in the
humidity and heat awaiting assist~
ance from officials with flood insurance, food vouchers, temporary
housing, clothing and Small Busirtess Administration loans.
Although electric company crews
have made progress, officials said
more than 125,000 people were still
without service throughout the
storm area Tuesday.
The American Insurance Association this week said Alicia will be the
costliest hurricane to hit the Texas
coast and the third costliest storm
ever to strike the United States. New
York-based GAB Business Services
Inc. estimated the final damage total
will be $ 1 billion.

TRIPLE JUMP:
See Page 10
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Time:
Wednesday Evenings
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The objective of this course will
be to examine the potential for
human sUIYIVOI and societal re·
covary following o nuclear war
through a systematic review of:
1.) the principles of nuclear
weaponry; 2.] the dimensions of
nuclear weapons effects: 3,) pro·
jections of the Immediate and

,

>

Biology 402, Sect. 011
Biology 502, Sect, 011
2 Credit Hours
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YALE BLOOD PLASMA

I

As a plasma donor
you can earn $70 or more per month
Bring this ad for $5 bonus on your 1st donation
Your plasma is vitally needed
for the production of many life saving vaccines

I

I
I
I

You must be a local resident, student, or military
and have a valid picture 1.0.
Offer expires August 31, 1983
1 coupon per donor & not valid
with other coupons
New Donors Accepted Monday-Friday 12:30·3:30

.

YALE BLOOD

1

PLASM~. INC.

122 Yale SE, Albuq. uerque

266-5729

-~--------

United Press International

I

Fair's Turnout Lower than Expected

'

By Steve McPee~

.

Libyan Forces Moved in Chad

<~' n\' ~ c'{J.:w.((;>-,"' · I'S• ' •

lear war.
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NDJAMENA, Chad- Libya
has moved a column of tanks and
infantry south from the rebel-held
town of Faya-Largeau to challenge
government and French forces in
sourncrn Chad, the government said
Tuesday.
"Several b.attalions of tanks and
armored cars and several batallions
of infantry have been seen 80km (50
miles) south of Faya-Largeau," Information Minister Soumaila Mahamat said at his daily news conference. ''These are not only for reconnaissance but are an advance base of
aggression soon to be launched
against the south of Chad."

forces in the north.
In Washington, a State Department spokesman said two U.S.
AWACS reconnaisance planes
monitoring Libyan moves would be
withdrawn from neighboring Sudan
following "consultations with concerned governments."
"Our assessment of the current
situation is that, for the immediate
future, we need not keep our Air
Force assets deployed in the
Sudan," spokesman Alan Romberg
said.
The Pentagon said a five-man
U.S. team arrived in Chad last
weekend to assess requirements for
further assistance. The United States
has already airlifted $10 million of a
promised $25 million aid package.
In Paris, President Francois Mit!errand's personal envoy to Libyan
leader Col. Moammar Khadfafy
said a negotiated solution to the
Chad conflict remained open.
Roland Dumas, a lawyer and parliamentarian, .told the Paris daily Le
Malin the deployment of a strong
French air and ground "dissuasion
force" in Chad did not preclude

The minister said the Libyan force
was led by 100 S~>Viet-made T-62
and T•72 tanks. He estimated the
Libyan garrison iri the rebel'
·~ occupied north of the country to
number 5,000, or about ;3,500 more
than reported by Western intelligence sources.
There was no independent confirmation of the minister's claims,
but Western diplomats have reported a steady build-up of Libyan

.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
TO TAKE A COURSEI
ftHuclng Math Anxl.ty WS 182.003 Tu 6:30-8:20 pm
WS 182.400 Mon 4:30-6:30prn
Introduction
to Wom•n Shldl.s
WS 200.001 T-T 9:30 om
WS 200.002 Man 6:30-9:15pm
Wom•n In fh• Soufhw•st WS 279.002 MWF 12 Noon
H.t.roMxlsm and fh•
OppMNion of Wom•n WS 335 Wed 6:30-9: 15pm
lkac•, .Cia11, and
fh• F•mlnlat Mov•m•nt
WS 322 T-T 12:30
WomanAbUH
WS 339 Tu 6:30-9: 15pm
s.tnlnar for RMumlng
Wom.,.Sfvcl...n
WS 181 T-T 12:30
WoiiHHI and fiMo Law I.
PaL Sci.300.002 Th 6:30-9:15pm

negotiations.
"There is absolutely no question
of (France) getting involved in any
form of post-colonial operation,''
Dumas said. "That is why the door
remains wide open to find a negoti.
ated formula, even ifthat seems difficult at first sight."
At his press conference, Mahamat
said "everything showed" the Libyan-led force was planning to
attack government and French
troops at Salal, 250 miles south of
Faya-Largeau.
Rebels led by ousted president
Goukouni Weddeye captured the
town 500 miles north of the capital
from President Hissene Habre' s
forces two weeks .ago, following
heavy Li.byan bombing raids, the
government said.
About 2,000 government soldiers
and up to 350 French paratroops are
defending Salal as part of a ~50-mile
east-west defense line straddling the
15th parallel. There have been no
reports of any military engagements
or Libyan air attacks since the
French began their massive airlift a
little more than a week ago.

The {air, offered for the first
time Tuesday as part of the Wel·
come Back Daze activities, was
attended by about 300-400 students over the course of two
hours.
The fair offered information
about a variety of services available to students, including illformation about class registration, the Agora crisis center, the
Pe.anut Butter and Jelly day-care

Chinese

11

notice said the criminals comprised
19 murderers, 10 rapists and one
thief who stole 103 trucks and bicycles and escaped from a labor reeducation camp.
The overall crime rate in China is
low compared to Western nations.
But serious crimes, including murder and rape, have not dropped
appreciably in recent years, according to Minister of Public Security
Liu Fuzhi.
With Peking's city jails already
overflowing, criminals have ~een
placed in schools temporarily,
Chinese sources said. Many of them
may be sent to out-lying provinces in
northwest China which are short of
labor, diplomats said, quoting
Chinese sources,

"It's a little too much for a
first-year student, what with
trying to find classes and getting

Both Sandoval and Golden
agreed the fair will be held next
year with some modifications.

~

.,~ ~,

MI,IL7JCUL7111W,. INTEitDISCIPUIIAIIY,
INTEUSJJNG.
Our Instructors Averaged 5. 28 on rhe 6 paint ICES Studenr Evaluation Scale In 1982-83

From his hospital bed, Eldred
M. Hannon of Carmen, Okla.,
said Tuesday after he reached the
tanks he never doubted he would

Call277-3854 or stop by at the Women Studies Program Office, 233 Marron Hall for more information.

"I knew that farmer would
come check his tanks,'' Harmon
said.
Civil Air Patrol searchers
found the wreckage of Hannon's
plane late Monday, and ground
crews foillld him about I Vz miles
away in the isolated plains of the
Oklahoma Panhandle.
Hannon will be in the hospital

The course is offered as women's
studies 279-400, &nd meets 6;309: 15 p.m. on Mondays in Mitchell
Hall 213.
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$1.35
$1,50
$2.29
$1.55
$1.30'
$1.30

GRILLED CHEESE ·on ·whole' wheat with American cheese, lettuce 6 tomato • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
HAM, LEnUCE 6 TOMATO on Whole wheat with 'salad. dressing .. • • .. • .. .. • • • .. • • • .. • • • .. • • .. • .. .. •
BACON,- LmucE G TOMATO· same as abov-e ••••••
£GG, ~· 6 'TOMATO same as .abov-e- .••••••••••••.••••••
I

.

Sa_lcid ·with choice Of Dressing ••••-••••••_.- ••••••-•••• .'••.••••••• 75
Extra Diu• Cheeie· ••••••• a ••• _•••••••••••••••• .-. -. • • • • • • • • • • • f 5
Tomatoes.(3 ~ces) •••••• _••.••.••.••••••••. ;·•····-····~·-·····-··· 15
American-orCheddarOtese ••••••••••••••••~ ••••.•• ~··~·~·· 20·
Green ·Chill or Chill· con Came ( 1- oz-.).•••.
20

I· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -. • •_-. • • •

'

\

/--~~--

-

No•. 1 HAMBUilGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion 6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No. 2 CHEESEBURGEil same as above with cheddar cheese ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• , • • •
No. 3 BONANZA double meat, American cheese. thousand Island, tomato, onion, lettuce 6 pickle • • •
No. 4 FIESTA BURGEil chUI con came or green chill, cheddar cheese, onion 6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No.5 FlAME BUilGEilhlckory smoke sauce, onion &lettuce ...... , ...............................
No. 6· copy· CAT mustard,- ketchup,- pickle, 6 onion •

three to four days for treatment of
his injuries, including multiple
facial fractures and two broken
legs. His hands, knees and
elbows were worn raw by
crawling.

$2;65
$2.15
$1.80
S1.30
$1.45
$2.15
$2-.99

. . . . . . . . . . . I • • • • _. . . . .

HAMBURGERS

Hannon said he was returning
from a trip to the horseraces in'
Raton, N.M., Friday when he
Unexpectedly ran into a thunderstorm spaWned by Hurricane
Alicia.

\
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SIDE ,OlDERS
' ~
-~
. Bacon, Ham, 5au~agrt or Beef Pattie ••••••••••••••••••••• ; • 5~85'

French Fries •~ •• ; •••• , • • • $.55 . One Egg •••••••••••• , • , $.50 ·
Hash DrOwn~'- •••• -• .••••••••• -65 Pancake .......... ••••••••.••
_
40
Westem ·Styttt- •••.••••••••.•• :99 Toast 6 Jelly •• -· ••.•.•••••••• 45
Onion. Rings ••.••••••••••.•..• 75 Jelly············-···~······ .05
Dttans35 Crackers •••••• ,. •••.• ~······ 05
Ranchero So"ce (a oz~)
50

i

-""~....,__
''-...,_,

(S!irvu with Whole wh•at toast. margarln• 6 J•lly)
I

(I

"-

.
No. 1 lWO EGGS,. bacon, ham .or sausage, hash browns 6 toast ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••
No~ 2 ONE EGG; bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns 6 toast ................................ ..
No.. 3. TW'O EGGS, hasti. browns. 6 toast ••
No. 4 ·-ONE ·EGG,.. hash browns 6 toast •••••••.••••••.•.• -. ................................ -. •• -• ••_••••~
No. 5- PANCAKES (4) ............................................... -. ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ,. •
No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla 6 toast ••••••••••••••••••••• ; •• ,. •
No. 7· WESTERN: OMLEn'E, •••••••••••••••.•••_• • .• • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • .•. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. •.• • • .
three eggs, green chill 6 cheddar cheese, seNed with tomato, hash browns 6 toast
~ .Cup ot CoiiH or Hot Taao WHit Any of Di• Al»ov• Jr.alrfoltJ

.
·
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Injured Pilot Crawls Mile to Safety

Our CoutJ., Alw:

Students may register for the
three-credit-hour, undergraduate
course at the UNM Continuing
Education office or at the Registration Center in Bandelier East,

_,

~ <t?.e,0~~

I

be rescued alive.

She said she hopes that upon
course completion, every student
will "understand herself better as a
woman in this society and understand what she needs to do to reach
her fuU potential."

2400 Central SE
Across from
Johnson Gym
f'-1 "'. ~·

I

BUFFALO, Okla.- A 60year-old pilot with two broken
legs last weekend crawled from
his wrecked plane more than a
mile to cattle watering tanks
where he lay for three days in
I 00-degree heat until help arrived.

A new women's studies course,
"Women and Mental He&lth,"
which asks students to take a look at
themselves as part of the class requirements, is being offered this fall
at the University of New Mexico.
The course is organized in two
parts, and will study women's selfdevelopment and creativity, as well
as review the facts of women's mental illnesses.
The intructor, Dr. Lou King, an
art therapist with a Ph.D. in education development and research, said
students would research their own
lives and the lives of other women to
Jearn "the kinds of transitions
women need to make in order to
become healthy and productive."
"What I'm really trying to concentrate on is researching," said
King, "We have a lot of valid in-

.

law-and-Order" Executions
thousands of people at a gymnasium
near the Workers Stadium.
Authorities read the criminals'
names, offenses and the punishment
decided in earlier court hearings the death penalty. The executions
were carried out immediately after
the sentencing, the sources .said. It
was not known if the executions usually carried out by a single shot in
the back of the neck - were also
public.
Public sentencings began in China about 15 years ago. In recent
years, they usually involved less
than 10 people and rarely were held
in Peking, where the subject of
crime in the capital is potentially
embarrassing to officials.
A Peking Intermediate Court

organized," Sandoval said.
Sandoval also said if the fair
had been held on the main concourse of the SUB, he thinks it
would have attracted more passing students.
Gary Golden, assistant dean of
students and another of the fair's
organizers, said the fair followed
in the tradition of other first-time
events, He cited the welcome
back "Chili Feed." When it was
first held, it drew less than a hundred people, Golden said, and
more than 2,000 people are expected to attend Wednesday.

formation, but we don't have all the
answers to what it Jlleans to b!': a
whole woman in this society."

By Kathy Knudsen

Daily
266-055()
.6:30 a.m. - f2:00. p.m~

· ·~·

PEKING - In a harsh crack·
down on crime, 30 people were executed Tuesday for murder, rape and
theft following the largest public
sentencing in China in recent memory, Chinese sources said.
The executions came amid a
tough "law-and-order" campaign
in the capital begun more than three
weeks ago. Chinese sources said
city officials have set a target of
30,000 arrests on charges from pickpocketing to murder.
Another campaign involving government and party officials implicated in economic crimes has resulted in more than 30,000 arrests.
The executed crimin;~ls, 29 men
and one woman ranging in age from
18 to 34, were paraded in front of

WOMEN STUDIES

The Student Survival and Job
Fair was not a' 'terrific success,''
said planners of the event, but
they were not discouraged by the
low turnout.

center and representatives from
several local banks.
George Sandoval, associate
director of student financial aid
and career planning and placement, one of the event's organizers, said he was "a little disappointed" by the number of students who came by. He said he
had hoped for attendance of more
than 2,000.
Sandoval said he thought the
reason for the low turnout was the
location of the fair and the number of activities crammed into the
first week of school.

Women's Course Added
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$.90
1.45
1.45
1.10

MEXICAN FOOD

. NO-. -7 TACO meat, cheeser lettuce 6 tomato· •••••••••••• , •.•••• -•.•• -••
$.80
No. I CHAlUPA beQni, cheese, lettuce· .ti- tomato ..••••,••.•
70
No~ 9 ENCifltADAS Mrvecl ,wlfh·:Jettuce 6 _tomato ............................................... ,, •• ·• 2. 29
BEEF wfth Chill Con Carne, cheddar chHse 6 onion
CHEESE with GREEM CHILl STEW. cMddar cheese 6 onion
. . . WcW,'~ ~·G~EN.CHILI, cheddar cheese 6 onlbn
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6-pack frozen
.
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•

s Hfifl ott on ..... ••
COFFEE ..... ,. n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;29 .35 .45 . SOFJ DRINKS coke, dr. pepper 6.1 up .............40 .55 .65
HOT .TEA ••••••••••••••••••• , ................
.29' ~G5 .-45 ICE TEA .................
.35 •.eso .60
SPICED <»r HERBAL TEA • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • •.. ~as .40 .45 LEMONADE ........................................... .: •• -· •• -. • • • .75
HOT CHOCOLATE Clr APPLE CIDER ••••••••••••••••• 40 .50 .65 JUICE orange, opple, tomato 6 grapefruit • • • • • • • • • .50 .65 .95 ·
-MILK ••• -· ••• ·-._ ·• ••.•
45 .80 SHAKES chocolate; strci\Ybeny 6 vanilfCII • • • • • • • • • • • .55 .80 1.05
FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUICE •• , •••••••••••••••65 .95 1.45

Take Out on All Items

• •

•

PLAnERS

'.--.--

I It •

•

6 o.z:. ~TOP' CHOP. STEAK Ground round, 'Texas toGst, French fries or hash browns with salad • • • • • • • • • • $2.89
· FkONtlbt rtaiGEk:.SP£(00. HlckOI)' smoke sauce, ~. 1000 Island, onlan, Fr.nch fliti 6 salad ••••• 2.39
·5 o.&..·RID EYE'STEAK - USDA Chdlce·Texas Toast,. French flits or hash brbwns with salad •••••••••••••• 4.29
CHEF Ml:AD ·wfdt..chole* of' dl'eislng, lefluct, tomato, cheddar cheese, ham 6 egg • . • •.• . • . • . • . . • • • • • . 2.69
VEGE'I'ARfA.M· SALAD lettuce, tomato~ ch~ cheese, 6 egg • , .•.•••. ~ • , ..•••.••••• , • • . . • • • •• • . • • . 2.49

I

% block west Of Unlv. on central
243·8443

Albuquerque, N.M. 87lb8
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Bring This Coupon For

Open Mon.· Sat. 9:)o·6:oo
2\S·867J
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.

10 to 20% oH on all
FREE
Minor Tune-Up

•

MEXICA.NrC!eMJO· :enct.lfocta,- toco Er btans ••••••••••••• -· ••••••••-.- ....................... -· ••
2•19
GREEN~CHII:I $fE\V SMQII.(5 ,oz.) med. (8 bz.) lg. (12 .oz.) ••••• , •••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• 59 .89 f .39
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1st Anniversary Sale
1
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• • • . • • • • • • • • • • ·I •
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From lneir first cauliom 1leps, to tne most complicated Par de
deux, Hctppu Feel mpplies all dancers witn a complete sdectiolt of
footwear aird apparel.
Names, 1rame dancers Rave demaiided for years. Capezio, Oanskin,
and Flexatard
A11d always profesllmra/ fillill~ 6ytrallted experts.
We've hem fittilfg New Mexico dmrcers for years.
Wftm uou come ill 6e mre to asK {iir uour free Happ!f Clu6 card,
a11d receil't valua6/e discou11ts.

•
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Forum
---Opinion~---

By Steve Shoup

UNM Vocabulary Defined

Fraternity Rush Week, organized as a formal recruitment
drive for new members by the I 0
fraternities on the University of
New Mexico campus, continues
this week with open fraternity
houses and parties.
Rush Week began Sunday and
formal tours of fraternity houses
were given Monday and Tuesday. Nightly open houses, which
will include parties with such
themes as "Physicians Advice,"
"Wombat" and "Dead Preppie
Night" will continue through
Saturday. No alcohol will be
served on "Dry Night" tonight.
Interfraternity Council advisor
Gary Golden said fraternities
usually recruit about 15 new
members a year, bringing their
total to about 40 members each.
Golden said Rush Week is "a
great opportunity to go down and
take a look at the fraternities."
Alpha Tau Omega member
Andy Boston said only about 10

AY.•. F(Xl.
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A View from the Bottom
By Richard Berthold
ASUNM.: .s~udent government at UNM.lts main purpose is to train
future poltttctans. As a. member you have the opportunity to lie,
ped~l~ Influence, take tnps at student expense and generally provide
tnefftctent government, just like the real politicians in Washington!
Faculty Senate: The faculty version of ASUNM. It differs from the
s!u~ent organization by having no power and being more polite. It is
stmtlar to the Roman Senate during the reign of Caligula.
Career ~ervices: Whe~ you're ready to graduate, they will send
your dosster to prospectiVe employers. If you're receiving a B.A. or
B.S., they will notify local retailers; if it's a B. U.S., they will contact
fast-food chains and the state government.
Tenure: A clever device which provides job security both for
annoying persons like myself and for lousy teachers who would
otherwise have to work for a living.
Athletic Council: A faculty committee which monitors the activities
of athletics just as successfully as Congress monitors the Pentagon.
SUB: A place to get a cup of coffee. Go to the Frontier to eat
Pit: I think they play basketball there.
'
Popejoy: The highbrow version of the Pit, where the New Mexico
Symphony plays. This is your last chance to hear Maestro Takeda the
Hip Nip. He's been an excellent conductor for 13 years, but the Symphony Board is composed of the same sort of persons as the Board of
Regents. You figure it out.
UNM Conservatives: They believe in limited nuclear war. Need 1
say more?
MECHA: An interesting student group composed of MarxistLeninist Chicanos desperately trying to find out what Marxist-Leninist means,
College of Education: An oddly named college, since they have
absolutely nothing to do with education, though they claim to train
teachers, Actually, education is not really an academic division but
rather an extrusion of the bureaucracy into the University. But statis•
tics predict that if you're in the bottom quarter of your class, you'll
probably go into education. A poor knowledge of the English language can be an asset.
Lobo: The student newspaper. How else could I be offensive to
20,000 people?

Editor:
For the record: The word I
used to refer to David E. Ross'
Aug. 22 letter was screed, not
creed. A screed has been defined
as "a long, monotonous haran·
gue or piece of writing," which
seems to me to be a fairly accurate description of Mr: Ross'
output.
At any rate, I would not have
chosen to dignify his muddled
thought processes by elevating
them to the more formal status
of a creed ("system of belief,
principles or opinions").
. yYhile I appreciate your pubhshmg my letter, I would ask that
you consult a dictionary when in
doubt concerning a particular
word's provenance and/or
appropriateness.
Reeve Love

Letters Urged
Editor:
The Civil Aeronautics Board is
reviewing legislation regarding
the smoking regulations on com-

mercia! airliners. In light of the
confined area within the aircraft,
the discomfort to non-smoking
passengers and the simple safety issue (remember the Air Canada fire?), Ifeel all smoking should
be prohibited on a fli!:lht.
Let the CAB know how you feel
about this issue before Sept. 1.
Write the Civil Aeronautics
Board, Community and Consumer Affairs, 1825 Connecticut Ave.
N.W., Washington, D.C., 20424.
Detlef H. Kurpanek

Free Speech
Defended
Editor:
Well, the hypocrites are at it
again. If you doubt, just take a·
look at Reeve Love's letter to the
editor of Aug. 23.

I, too, was saddened by what
Mr. Ross had to say.l agree that it
was ill-reasoned and possessed
a prejudiced base. However,
since Hispanics are a subcategory of the Caucasoid race
to call it racist may not be entirely
appropriate. But, to avoid an
argument that gets off the point,
let's agree that his opinions are

Partiers must show a valid
UNM identification or, if they
are freshmen, must show a registration confirmation, said Joe
Monta-no of Kappa. Sigma.
Both Fraternity and Sorority
Rush Weeks were "orchestrated" by the Student Activities
OffJces, Karen Abraham, advisor to toe Panhellenic Council
said. Sororities usually gain about 20 new memb.ers each, Abraham said.

A. Gllllcgus

District Grand Master Odis Echols, of the Kappa Sigma
fraternity tells jokes to fraternity members Tuesday night at
their rush party.
·

Society Offers Tutoring for Engineering Students

----Letters----Error Changes
Letter's Intent

percent of the people that come to
Rush Week parties are interested
in joining a fraternity and the
other 90 percent "come to drink
beer." Boston said people are
different this year, and more
seem to be interested in joining a
fraternity.

Less fonnal recruitment will
continue through this week. Anyone wanting information on
fraternities or sororities can contact Karen Abrahams at 2774006orGaryGoldenat277-3711
the Student Activities Center.

By Steve Shoup
A free tutoring service for sophomore electrical engineering students
begun last spring will probably have
a different format than before, organizers say.

ill-founded.
Unfortunately, you seem to
believe that the Daily Lobo
should have censored his letter
because most of us didn't like
what he said. Yet you spew your
rheto~ic, and, I am sure, will use
the Ftrst Amendment to defend
your right to communicate it.
That, my friend, is the strength of
this nation.

The free service set up. by the University of New Mexico chapter of
Eta Kappa Nu, the national honor
society for electrical engineering
students, has been successful and
will be continued, says Cecilia We.ber, chapter president.

The very foundation of the

During the last half of the spring
semester and the summer semester,
tutors were available to students for
several hours a day in Room 210 of
1,'apy Hall.
Weber said the tutoring service
will probably be changed this fall so
that all students needing tutoring in a
certain class could come in at a set
time. This will help make more
effective use of the tutors and encourage students to help each other,
he said. Tutors can also spot students having trouble, Weber said,
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Reagan Backs
Arms Buildup,
Display Policy

Rush Week Continues

BLOOM COUNTr-_Y_ _ _--... r------by~Berke Breathed
Off!
WHAT!

N~w

and arrange tutoring outside the
study sessions.
Weber, a senior in electrical engineering, said one problem with
having tutors available at certain
hours was that students would often
not show up until just an hour before
their homework was due.
Students interested in volunteering to be tutors don't necessarily
have to be members of Eta Kappa
Nu, Weber said. Any electrical engineering student with a 3.0 grade
point average and an A or B. in the

classes to be tutored can help.
Tutoring will be aVailable in the
following classes: Electrical Engineering 203, 206, 213 and 238.
Tutoring in 314 may also be available, Weber said.
Membership in the UNM chapter
of Eta Kappa Nu, which designed,
built and operates the electronic
message board at the UNM Arena, is
open to juniors in the top quarter of
their class and to seniors in the top
third of their class. Acceptance of
new members is voted on by current
members .

SEATTLE (UPI) - President
Reagan told the nation's largest
veterans group Tuesday his arms
buil<!up and the display of U.S.
military might around the world
have produced "new hope for arms
reduction and a more secure
world."
"We can't build a safer world
with honorable intentions and good
will.alone,'' Reagan said in a speech
prepared for delivery to the 65th
annual convention of the American
Legion - a group he lauded as
"the real peacemakers."
'• Achieving the fundamental goal
our nation seeks in world affairs peace, human rights, economic
progress, national independence and
international stability - means
supporting our friends and defending our interests," he added.
The president flew to Seattle from
Los Angeles, where he has been
combining a three-week vacation
with some unofficial campaigning,
To emphasize his commitment to
the philosophy of peace through
strength, Reagan pointed to the presence of U.S. troops in Central
America, the Middle East and
Africa.
On arms control talks with the
Soviet Union, Reagan reported
some progress and "strong reason
for hope," which be attributed to
unity among the Western allies and
his two-track approach of strengthening America's nuclear arsenal
while encouraging movement at the
bargaining table.
He said the Soviets, faced with
such advances as the MX missile,
have started discussing strategic
arms reductions. He also said Soviet
negotiators indicated steps have
been taken to discuss joint efforts to
lower the risk of nuclear war through
accident or miscalculation.

p~~erthat we the people have to

'"'!tate change, a power that is
betng erod.ed on a daily basis by
the hypocntes who want onlythe
"correct" !hing~, as defined by a
small mtnonty, printed or
spoken. Freedom of thought and
speech must apply to all or none
regardless of how appalling the
thought or repugnant the
speech.

GRADUATE STUDENTS!
The first Graduate Student Association Council
meeting will be held on Saturday, September 10 in
Room 230 of the Student Union Building at 10:00
AM. Coffee and doughnuts will be served. All Council representatives and interested graduate students
are welcome.

I applaud the Daily Lobo for
choosing to print those abhorent
words and ideas that encourage
discussion. and create a dialogue, for it is one of the ways in
w~ich we as a people are remmded that We still have a long
way to go to achieve a just society based on principles ofequality
rat~er than upon the Irrational
soctal classifications of narrowminded people.

For more information about GSA and GSA Council
representation, call277-3803 or stop by our office in
the basement of the Student Union Building.

Mountaineer
Glacier
Sunglasses

9.95
• menils&womenl)sclothing •

Calculators

YOU CAN LEARN
ARABIC ROMANIAN PERSIAN
SPANISH HEBREW SWEDISH

C. Jeffrey Evans
President
Graduate Student Association
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Here's how it works :
Professors organize a selection of class
readings (check copyright law for legal use.
of material) and drop the master off at Kinko s
niifl~~~~~~ Kinko's
will- it
,.
. Duplicate
- Assemble Custom Not~books
- Distribute them to your students at a
2312 central Ave. SE
reduced rate
Our Professor Publishing Plan Is available at no
cost to you or your department.

For more information, call Don Mullen at 255-9673
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clothing,
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Housewares, and collectibles

ALL 30% OFF
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Till Sept. 1st
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3500 Central SE
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Forum on Central America Scheduled

American Stripped of Gold in Scandal

By George Gorosp!l

CARACAS, Venezuela (UP!)An American weightlifter was
stripped of three gold medals and 13
members of the track and field team
withdrew from the Pan American
Games Tuesday in the biggest drug
scandal in international amateur
athletics history,
In addition to weightlifter Jeff
Michels of Chicago, the governing
body of the Pan Am Games
announced three more Latin American weightlifters must return their
medals because they failed drug
tests.
The three are Jacques Oliger of
Chile, Enrique Montiel of Nicaragua and Jose Adames Pacz of
Venezuela.
Eleven athletes now have been
either reprimanded or stripped of
medals at the Pan American Games.
In all, 21 medals, including 11 gold,
have been disallowed.
"This is the largest expulsion of
athletes in the history of international competition for drug abuse,'' said
William Simon, president of the
U.S. Olympic Committee.
The return to the United States of
the unlucky 13, all from the men's
team, came before Tuesday's start
of the track and field competition
and depleted the squad's weight
competitors. Only jiiVelin thrower
Curt Ransford of Spokane, Wash.,
was left from the eight members originally entered in weight events.
The latest development occurred
less than 24 hours after four weightlifters, including Olympic champion
Daniel Nunez of Cuba, were stripped of their gold medals and three
other weightliftcrs received reprimands from ODEPA for using the
illici.t muscle-building drugs.

A group of New Mcxic~ns recently returned from a ten-day trip to
Nicaragua will hold a public forum
to discuss their trip und U.S. involvement in Central America.

The forum will beheld 7:30p.m.
Wednesday at the Queen of Heaven
Parish Hall, 5310 Claremont N.E.
Entitled "Central America: Our
Stake in Peace", the l'orum will feature state Rep, Judy Pratt, DBernalUJo, and other speakers who
participated in the tour, sponsored
by the Culturnl Workers Assoc\a·
tion, The agenda incl.udes talks by
the travelers, a panel discussion, a

slide show .presentation and musical
entertainment.
The focus of the dialogue, according to Cecilia Garcia-Camarillo, a
member of the tour, will be to infom1
the public of the conditions in Nicarugua under the Sandinista government and to disclose the true nature
of U.S. involvement in Nicaragua.
"The children we saw were healthy, well-fed and muscular, and the
military (the Sandinista Army) were
there to protect the people.'' GarciaCamarillo said, adding that the current government is meeting the
needs of its people,
Garcia-Camarillo also said U.S.
involvement in that country is highly

inappropriate and w.ithout justification.
"The U.S. is fighting an undeclared war in Nicaragua and we want
to stop it before it becomes a de.
clared war. We want the White
House to stop messing around," she
said.
"In the town of Jalapa; which is
close to the Hondur~n border, U.S.backed mercenaries have burned
down homes, raped the town's
women and stolen cattle all with my
tax money,'' Garcia-Camarillo said.
The forum will cover these and
other issues concerning Nicaragua,
organizers said. There is no fee for
attending the t'orum, but donations
will be accepted.

Nicaragua-Honduras Battle Escalates
TEGUICIGALPA, Hondurascharged that Honduran helicopters are airlifting U.S.backcd rebel~ into a remote comer of
an eastern province to join Indian
insurgents in escalating combat, diplomatic sources said Tuesday.
With fighting also escalating
along the northern border, the
Nicaraguan army's chief political
officer, Hugo Torres, warned that
rebels based in Honduras were prepaling for "what could be an invasion of great size."
Nicaragua has reported that 21
(UPI)Ni~aragua

There's A Totally Free T -shirt
Waiting for You at Albuquerque Federal!

troops and 54 rebels died in combat
along that border in the last nine
days.
•'The struggle has grown in recent
days," Torres was quoted as saying
in La Barricada, the official newspaper of the leftist Sandinista party.
Torres also said government
troops had already clashed with the
Honduran-based rebels in the
sparsely populated eastern province
of Zelaya,
Diplomatic sources said they
were told by government officials
that Honduran helicopters had crossed into Zelaya to carry Honduranbased rebels into the zone and deliver supplies.
One diplomat said he first heard

the accusation two weeks ago from a
Nicaraguan official and
heard it repeated recently, although
there have been no official diplomatic protests,
Armed forces spokesmen were
unavailable to confim1 or deny the
report.
The 4-year-old Sandinista regime
is battling a force of 2,000 Indian
rebels, called the Misura, in the
northern section ofZelayaprovince.
r~nking

The Misura, according to govern.
ment sources, have recently been
reinforced with clements of the U.Ssupported Nicaraguan Democratic
Force that nonnally operates in the
mountains farther to the west.

Only Albuquerque Federal offers Totally Free Checking. It's the checking account for peopl~ who like to
keep things simple and hasslc-frc(•, There's no minimum balance requirement, no monthly serv1ce fee and no
per check charge.

/0 Stickers To Arrive

And, for:\ limited time, we'll give you a Totally Free T-shirt at no charge just for o~ening an Albuquerque
Federal checking account, Simply present your UNM .~tudent ID when you come m to open your account
with $100 or more.

Those little validation stickers
that go on the back of student
identification cards are in the
mail and should arrive in mail·
boxes before the week is up,

We also have interest earnhtgcheckingaccounr plans for you to choose from. Overdraft protection's available

too.
Plus )'OU can get cash from your checking account day .?r night with Passeard Te!ler located at Albuquerque
Federal offices in Albuquerque, Rio Rancho, Santa Fe, Las Cruces and Farmmgton.
Convenience and economy. Everything you need from a checking account. Open your account today~~ the
East Central Office of Albuquerque Federal 4901 Central NE and pick up your totally Free T-sh~rt.
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Miller said the validation stickers
should have been mailed out last
Wednesday, but "the shipment
was held up.''
The validation stickers, which
prove a student is currently registered at the University of New
Mexico, were mailed out Monday instead.

"It was unfortunate," Miller
said. "In the meantime, we've
been stamping students' confinnation cards so they'll have
something in their hands, when
using the library, for example."
Students· should receive the
validation stickers Tuesday or
Wednesday.

However, Miller said students
who have not received it by the
end of the week should report to
the identification section of the
Registration Center in Bandelier
Hall.

Those athletes returning to the
United States arc: Mark Patrick,
Centralia, Ill., 400-meter hurdles;
Randy Williams, Los Angeles, and
Brady Crain, New York, both 4-by100 relay; Jesse. Stua1t, Hitchcock,
Texas, ancl Ian. Pyka, College Park,
Md., shot put; Paul Bishop, South
Gate, Calif., and Greg McSeveney,
Norwalk, Calif., discus; Dave
McKenzie, Fairfield, Calif., and
John McArdle, Eugene, Ore., hammer throw; Duncan Atwood, Seattle, javelin; Mike Marlow, Los
Angeles, triple jump; Gary Bastien,
Aubum, Ala., decathlon; and Mike
Tully, Los Angeles, pole vault.
Dr. Evie Dennis, chief of mission
of the USOC, said Williams returned home because he learned
Monday his wife had given birth.
"I found out last night that my
wife delivered a baby and 1 requested to come home," said Wil·
liams at the Caracas airport before
boarding a plane for the States. "!
can't speak for the rest of the
athletes."
The USOC tenned the pullout of
t11e Americans a "personal choice"
and insisted their decision was not to
be interpreted as a violation of rules
governing the use of drugs in
amateur athletics.
"It would be an injustice to have a
blanket indictment against these
athletes," said F. Don Miller, executive secretary of the USOC.
"Many might have gone home for
other reasons. They .might have personal reasons, family reasons or
they might be sick." ·
However, Dr. Roy Bergman,
chief physician of the U.S. team at
the Pan Am Games, intimated that
Monday's drug crackdown might

NEWS LAND
BOOKSTORE_
~
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Computer Books
Schaum's course outlines
Test Guides
Cliff/Monarch notes
1984 Calendars

Plus our excellent inventory of
paperbacks magazines & out-of-state newspapers.

have influenced the athletes' decision to leave.
''Our advance people toured the
lab and notified me of the type of
equipment and the sophistication
that was present," he said. "We
notified our athletes of the situation
before the Games started, l think
when these sanctions came down it
reinforced the fact that our information was correct.''
Marlow, also r-eached at the airport, said he was retul'ning home
because of an ''emergency."
"We knew about the situation about the testing, that it was a strict
testing for whatever the case may
be - alcohol, caffeine, whatever," he said. "I'm ready to compete
but I had an emergency at home, so
that's my reason."
The weightlifters were cited for
using anabolic steroids. Bergman
said caffeine and testosterone, a
male honnone, have been added this
year to the list of about I 00 banned
drugs.
"I think this is an evil that must be
stamped out," Simon said. It's a
tragedy in the expulsion of the
athletes, I think it's ample warning
to the athletes that the game is

over.''
Michels, who finished sixth at the
1982 world championships, won
three gold medals in the 243-pound
class last week.
Oliger won three silver medals
and Paez and Montiel two bronze
each.
Lost in the swirl of the drug
expos'e was a gold medal won in
cycling by Rory O'Reilly of Palo
Alto, Calif., in the !-kilometer individual time trial. He was clocked in
1 minute, 5:54 seconds.
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State Plague Cases Hit
25 With Tijeras Victim
SANTA FE- New Mexico's 25th case of hum~n plngue
in 1983 has beGn reported by stme
health officials, who said the patient, a Tijeras man, is listed as
recovered after hospital treatment.

plague, when diagnosed and treated promptly, wilt recover completely from their disease."

Mann said the ml\n never had
any evidence of having con·
tracted pneumonia. Pneumo~ic
plague is the only type of th~ diSThe36-year-old man "became ease that can be transmitted
ill with the bubonic form of the person-to-person.
disease about Aug. L3 and was
"The Albuquerque Environhospitalized in Albququerque on
Aug. 16," said state mental He;1lth Department has
epidemiologist Dr. Jonathan initiated an investigation to determine the source of his infecMann.
tion," Mann said .
"He immediately was susThe 25 cases reported so far in
pected to have plague and was
treated accordingly. Within 1983 is already a record for most
several days he was discovered cases of the plague reported durand has recovered," Mann said, ing a single year in New Mexico
"This illustrates once again," or any state, Mann said. Three of
he said, "that nearly all cases of the patients died.

Program Deadline Nears
Applications are due Sept. 30
from graduate students hoping to
study in Japan under the Fulbright
program.
Details about the program are
available from the Universilv of
New Mexico's Office of Interna·
tiona! Programs and Services, 1717
Roma Ave. N.E.
Opportunities are available for re-

search and Japanese language study
by master's and doctoral students
and recent graduates in architecture,
business, international relations,
journalism, law, public adminis!fation, social work and urban stud1cs.
The one-year grants are renewable. Applicants must complete
their preliminary studies of Japan
and its language before beginning
their fellowship year.

DANCEWEAR
and
EXERCISE WEAR
for everyone!

2112 Central (Across from UNM)
Open 9 to 9 Every day

Announcing!
for the eighth time lobo men's shop

Sidewalk
Sale!
This Saturday, August 27 9am
Pants $7.50
Shirts $5.00
1obo
men's
shop

.Plus a large selection of leather coats, shoes, Frye boots, knit shirts, sports coats,
turtle necks, sweaters, suits & swim suits

Today's Events
Narcotic's Arion)'mOUJ Group, "A Step at .a
limt/ 1 will tneet at 7:j0 p.m. ioda)' in Blandina
Room or St. Joseph fiospitaft 400 Walter N.E. Operi

[0 the public.

W11on Whetlt Squlrr Dalke ClUb will in~ at i
p.m. today in the SUB, roOin 231. Beginners ate

welcome, More information rs availabie from Danna

F. Bauer at· &4Z.OD46 1

Thursday's Eyents
Sodtjf for Crr•ll•e Antcllrotdsm, .a medlc.\'al
tecrtatlon group. wlil 'be holding an l_nlroductory
meeting at 7lJ.m, thursdaY on the second fioor or the
SUB. More information fs a.Yi:Jiable by ClUing
Kathryn at :344-8766.

iind ThilrsdS)'S.

ov..,

UNM B•lltOom Dance Oub wll1 presen.t a
Wel(om_e Back bancc from 7:30. to9:3() p.m; Fr_Jday
In Casa del Sol, locatl!d In the Student Onion
i!ulldlng.
SpUilh Cenvi!naiiOD Cius will be offertd
beginning Septeinber 6, The seven Week 'Class: h
Presented by En<:atna- Abella at the International
Center from 7_ to 9 p:, m. Tu&laY'. Po; .more Information caU A.bella at Ufi-~l.

UNM Rtlc4•et•1t cliilb wlll have an Otlltliiallonal
' meeting at 1 p.m •. Friday- in the upper 1evtl_or the
SUB, ·room 2$0.E.- All1ntef'e$ted. silideats: a welcome~
More lntormatiort iS ·avallabiC by e~llln1 Kenneth

Miller a1 BIIH677,

2120 Central SEe 243-6954

See our complete line· of dance and exercise-wear, including
dancer's footwear, for men, women and children.

Sec!ondary ••• Adult Ttacht' t.dUCitioll is Offering
a multieuitutal c:lau to ftiUill education niajots•
rcquirmenu called_ "Teaching iri • Pluralistic
Soe_iety,•• SATE 29l; from 8 to 9oiS p.m. TuesdayS

Tilt New Mtdto- !Jc~et~ce· f'lctiH CO•fertik:e Will
present Bubfcoii .U; New 'MexiCo1 J annu•l SCien~
FictiOn. Convtndonj Au1. 26-28' at the Mountain
VIew Inn; Mote lntormaUoh ts ilv•nable at c1U 898·

IIllO •r..r6 p.m.

Feminine Attire

~fGfl. of. th0
~:Rffi~BRHS ffi:RTDEFl.
2937 Mnrtle Vista NE

I1

lWei

Wlnrock's North Mall
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Arts

Arts
Popular Class Strives To
Teach #Active Listening#
By Maureen Cummings

~

., '

The UNM Marching Band practices Monday at Johnson Field in preparation for the
football game Sept. 3.

UNM Band Ready To Perform
By Maureen Cummings

cheerleaders and athletes in making
Lobo games come alive.
Standing in formation in brightly
The 200-member band includes
colored uniforms, University of players of all wind and percussion
New Mexico Marching Band mem- instruments, features a flag line of
bers hold their own with the fans, 16 girls, and will perform with

Artemus Edwards, associate professor of music at the University of
New Mexico, describ.ed Music
139 - the classical music appreciation class he's been teaching for
more than seven years - as a
course designed to "leave an open
door for the student to proceed into
listening to music actively."
Edwards said he thinks the class is
so popular because it is a fine arts
elective required by many colleges,
and because many students take it to
"try out" classical music or to ''add
to their present knowledge of
listening."
Students from a cross•section of
the University take the course, including music majors advised to
take it although the credit does not
count toward their major.
The majority of the students in the
class, however, are new to classical
music, and Edwards said he orients
the class toward the non-music majors by teaching at various levels of
music experience and testing at the
lowest level.
He tests students only on identification so that non-music majors
can sit back and listen to the music
without worrying about a difficult
test and also because "! want them
to like music."
Music Appreciation differs greatly from most college courses, Edwards said, since he teaches it as an
''experience course.''
For non-music majors, the course
.;s meant to "enrich the life" of the
student rather than to build his
career, he said.
The class is also unusual because
Edwards requires assigned seating,

UNM's Chaparrals at every home
game, said Professor Harold Van
Winkle, band director.
Van Winkle said the band will not
only participate in all UNM home
games and pep rallies this year, but
will also play for booster club meetings and the faculty breakfast to be
held Saturday.
He said he plans to keep the band
busy playing off-campus as well, by
taking them to New Mexico State
University and Hawaii Oct. 20.
Drop those Bibles and pick up the Wine!
Since he took over as band direcDance into the ancient world and discover what was
tor nine years ago, Van Winkle said
shaking before the Judeo-Chris.tian kilijoys arrived.
. the band has "doubled in size" and a- Jimjtcd number of absences, and
me band's marching show style has·
Orgie-s optional.
changed from strictly precision drill
Gre-ece Tue-Thur 11:00- 12:15
"more toward entertainment" and
Alexander the Great Tue-Thur 12:30 - 1:45
to more of a "Broadway-show
style."
Contocr Prof. llenhold or History ~pt. for details.
Band members are from all colInterested actors, musicians,
leges in the University, and ''70 persingers and mimes are encourcent are non-music majors;" Van
r••••••••••••••••••••••••••••···~ Winkle said.
aged to audition for a role in the
upcoming production of Daddy'.f
The first home game is Sept. :land
Girl, to be presented at the KiMo
Van Winkle said the band rehearses
Theater Friday, Sept. 23.
every day on Johnson Field.
The play, based on true
Elements the band will work on
:
Also Waltz, Tango, Cha-Cha, etc...
• include
accounts of .incest victims' wm
teaching freshmen the funbe performed in conjunction with
Join us for our
: damentals of marching, starting on
:
Sexual
Assault Awareness
their first show, and "generally getWeek, sponsored by the Rape
ting back in good condition," said
Crisis Center, the University of
:
UNM Ballroom Donee Club
• VanTheWinkle.
New
Mexico Women's Center
band director said he thinks
and the State Sexual Assault
Coso del Sol Friday, August 26
: UNM's band "rates up top" among
7:30-9:30
• marching bands in the country.
~

DIONYSUS WANTS YOU!

KUNM Tunes In
By Carl Davila

locked doors when class begins to
provide complete silence dudng lectures.
Edwards said his required attendance rule "assu.res the student will
gain some experience from the
course that can't be tested."
He described his complete silence
rule as "partofthecourse- knowing what's expected in a concert
sitUation. 1 '
Students need to concentrate fully
on the music without distractions because, Edwards explained, "the
music deserves it." Also, he said if
students' minds wander while
they 'rc listening, they wori't disturb
other class members.
The class will be taught a little
differently this fall, because Edwards is leaving after the first week
of classes to go on sabbatical for the
semester.
Pianist Astrid Groth will be coordinating the class, and various guest
speakers will cover material
throughout the semester.
However, Edwards is spending
this first week setting up the class as
usual, and said the text he wrote will
be used.
Other teachers will teach the
pieces Edwards has set up, along
with extra pieces they bring in.
Edwards teaches two 336-seat
sections of Music Appreciation,
which he said fill very quickly, and
even though he "hates to tum anybody down," he often has to refuse
students because of lack of space in
the class.
Both sections. are full this semester, but Edwards advises students
who want the course to stay close to
the registration center and wait for
students who drop the course to

If the latest single from the Top 20
has begun to wear on you after hearing it 10 times a day, there is an
alternative. Tune in 90.1 FM,
KUNM, and get acquainted.
The University-chartered station
offers programming geared toward a
wide variety of tastes and moods music and information probably not
found anywhere else.
Licensed under the University of
New Mexico Board of Regents to
"educate, ·inform and entertain,"
KUNM looks to serve as many
facets of New Mexican culture as
possible,
By drawing on public radio networks, as well as local sources,
KUNM seeks to provide a bit of
something for everyone. In line with
this, the fall schedule of programs
will see some changes, particularly
in the area of multi.lingual programs.
Listing all the station's shows
would be too big a task. Listeners'
best bet woul~ be to pick up a copy
ofthe the station's monthly publication Zounds; which gives weekly
schedules and profiles, special
events and other daily highlights.
Still, there arc several programs
that deserve mention up front.
One of the KUNM's most popular
shows is the National Public Radio
production "All Things Considered.'' This daily feature combines
news and infonnation in a unique,
often intriguing style of popular
journalism.
With its emphasis on in-depth
stories that probe topics of regional
and national interest, ''All Things
Considered" presents a variety of
material in a compact and elltertaining format.

make spaces available.

Interspersed are news, Weather
and general information, as well as
items of amusing and human interest
nature. It is a formula that has won
every major broadcast journalism
award. This fall, KUNM will extend
"ATC" to the weekend, making it
seven days a week.

Auditions Held for New Play

i

i

FLASHDANCE

•
•

•

Welcome Dock Donee

•

:

•

+

Training Programs.
Daddy's Girl has been freely
adapted from the book Voices .in
the Nig/11: Women Speaking About Incest,
Parts fof' men and women,
ages 12-30, arc available. Auditions will be held from 6 to 9 p.m.
today and Thursday in the basement of the UNM Fine Arts Department, Room B-125, near the
music rehearsal rooms.
More information is available
at 268-6352 or 266-946 L

Another popular program is the
Saturday afternoon "Live Music
Alliance," which showcases local
musicians, usually live in the studio.
All styles of music arc welcome.
The show gives the listener a chance
to hear what fellow New Mexicans
are up to.

l .......••..•••••••••...........

Make your stop

Chili Feed
by

At the

Free Cartloads of academic information
Ftorn 11 :30 to 1:30
(also at the duck pond)

Albuquerque
Dukes
Baseball ~.
ihe

YOU,
the student.

..

Artists are limited to two entries
in the following categories: p:lin•
ting; drawing; graphics; commercial
art; photography;. sculpture; crafts or
ceramics, jewelry and weaving; and
mixed media.

Dukes play the Phoenix Giants
·
Admission is free with valid student ID /~ .
The game starts at 7 pm
~ V'1 \
at the Sports Stadium

Loc::ated in room 24A of the SUB basement
Hours: 9-4
Phone 277·3701

------------------~--~--~---~--_.~~~----~~~~--~
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regulations prohibit females of child-bearing potentild to
participate in this drug study.

-Center

~

Also new this fall will be a Friday
night slot set for a Salsa program
from 7-9 .p.m. Fans of Caribbean
culture are invited to tunc in and
dance.

Begln.ning August 22, through
September 12, 1983
1.-3:30 pm M-W-F

Responding to public demand;
KlJNM will be carrying the ''Prairie
Home Companion" show from the
American Public Radio Network.
The program is expensive$2,000, according to Sparkmanbut KUNM is about the only station
that can carry the show, and public
response has been surprising.

Dally during regular
office hours at

Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Alb. N.M., 87110
884-6827

ENROLL NOW!

Said Sparkman, "Six months ago
we were receiving letters saying, 'I
heard this program. I think it's great.
How come you don't play it?' And
now, already, when the new schedule has not even started yet, we're
getting lett~rs saying, 'Thanks so
much for playing "Prairie Ho.me
Companion."' Clearly, someone
out there wants to hear it,'' Sparkman said.

Patricia MaHhews
KEYSTONE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
2625 Pennsylvania N.E. Suite 300
Albuquerque N.M. 87110

One other new spot will be
"Women's Magazine," slated for
Saturday mornings at II. The focus
will be on New Mexico issues, and is
not necessarily for women only.

LAnGELL'S

One of these programs in September will be a live, call-in show from
New York concerning women and
the wage gap. Check the September
Zounds for more details.

•

Entries will be accepted in the Art
Education Gallery Sept. 5·10. Jury
selection will take place Sept. 12,
and a public exhibition wi II run

NOTE: Regular pion only con be purchased al
Cashle(s Office Scholes Hall until September 9,
1983.

Better Benefit Plan and Dependant Coverage
must be purchased through representative

2900 Carlisle NE

11

block south

ot candelarial

Phone 888-4040

ART SUPPLY

E

C!C

STORE HOURS
MON.thru FRI. 8•30-5•30
SATURDAY 9•00-5•00

unm ART STUDEnTS & FACULTY
WITH CURRENT /.D.

fB(i]I:Sl] Ul!J §I:SQJ (!](!] (1
I:DV§~:Sl!JrnaJu

Sept. 18 through Oct. 14.
"The Second Annual New Mexico Art Teachers' Juried Art Exhibi·
tion," sponsored by lJNM 's art
education department, is open to
both elementary and secondary art
''The First Annual Statewide teacherS in the state.
High School Student Juried Art Exhibition," sponsored by UNM's nrt
Artists ate limited to two entries
and art education departments, will in the· following categories: paiQaward th~ce UNM scholarships of ting; drawing; graphics; photo~
$500 each. to artists of the three most graphy; sculpture; crafts of ceraoutstanding works, plus six merit mics, jewelry and weaving; and
awards of $SO each.
mixed media.

Academic Mart

ASIJNM Textbook Co-op
A non-profit organization
founded to benefit

* FDA

This fall, the University of New
Mexico will hold two juricd art eX·
hibitions in the Art Education Gallery for art teachers and high school
students throughout the state.

Free chili and watermelon served
UNM's finest chefs (and
darn good administrators, too) at the duck pond frorn 11 :30 to
1:30

Book Co-op!

Other multilingual programs on
the KUNM rosterinclude "Enfoque
Nacional", a national Spanish
newscast; "Espejos de Aztlan", a
bilingual public affairs show; and
"Singing Wire", featuring Native
American musk from roots to rock.

Juried Art To Be Shown

Today's events include

Place your classified ad today at 131 Marron Hall.
Deadline is 1 p.m. the day
before insertion.

is studying the
effectiveness of a short-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
eczema and psoriasis.
Patients should be between
the age of 12 and 75.
For more information, please call277-6770
between the hours of9 a.m. and 6 1J.!n,

~I

MEET YOU UNM'S
STUDENT INSURANCE
at
REPRESENTATIVE UNMAvailable
Student Health

The largest chunk of airtime on
Aside from these changes, there
KUNM is devoted to what is called are a few minor changes in times for
"Frceform Radio." During this some shows. Regular listeners are
time, the disc jockey is not limited to encoUraged to check the new sche•
a set play list or a particular style of dule for their favorite programs.
music.
Anyone wanting more information
Station Manager Maggie Spark- should contact the station at 277man compares Freeform to a wall 5227.

o(}

Before you look to buy your books

made of bricks and mortar, the mor.
tar being whatever intere.sts and in·
fluences the DJ brings with him.
Ideally, the "bricks" are drawn
from a variety of cultural sources.
Thus, listeners can enjoy folk songs
juxtapo~ed with jazz, rock with
orchestral music, and so on. Theresulting mood is unique to each host,
One major programming change
for this fall involve~ a readjustment
of emphasis during daily Freeform
Radio. To better serve the Hispanic
and Native American sectors,
Freeform will now be broadcast in a
bilingual format from 2-5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, and
from 3·5 p.m. on Friday.
These bilingual Freeform shows
will be in addition to the current
"Rakes" Hispanic radio show.

Classified Ads
in the Lobo
get results!

The
University of New Mexico
School of Medicine,
Division of Dermatology

On ALL
SUPPLIES
Discount good Aug. 22, thru Sept. 3, 1983

PLENTY OF PARKING

EnirieswillbeacceptcdintheArt

------------------------------------------YOUR CHOICE !WHILE THEY LAsr··
..

Educ~tion ~allery oct. 3-7. Jury 1
selccMn \"Ill t~7 v!ace Oct. 10, "1

:hr~~::~~v~xN~ItWillrunOct.l 6 l

!

The.rc wiil be no entry· fees for
eith<!rexhibition. For more information, contact Neal Townsend, direc- 1
tor of UNM's Art l:!ducation Gal- I
lery, at 277~5519 or 277-4112.

A·rt. I.St.

DUFFEL
$ti.:I;~LUE

...&::~ . Long·
-p' WORK APRON
OR FREE
NO

1l~

$4 99

COUPON
LIMIT t PER COUPON! PURCHASE

WtrH Sso.oo
PURCHASE

RAIN CHECK

I

~----------------------------------------~---~

P~ge
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EYE DOCTOR
,
SERVICE
"Open· Sotvrdays"
Compare
Our Prices

4304 LOMAS, NE
Close to UNM

Lomas Blvd. ot Washington

Lillerly

The Finest
Body Building
and
Fitness Center
for
Men &Women

Student
Discounts
Available

&v•..,•.• ~,, •• ,"".j, .....t .., ••

Jumper Rudd Eyeing Games

M·agazine May Feature Lobos

By Jim Wiesen

By Eric Maddy

But he hopes all the hopping and
stepping he is doing now will eventually get him. a spot on the United
States Olympic Team.
Rudd has already qualified for the
Olympic trials in .Los Angeles next
June. If he finishes in the top three
there, he will be all Olympian.

2525 Jefferson NE
884-8012
Close to UNM

"The Olympics are my ultimate
goal," said Rudd. "I think my
chances are pretty good. There are
maybe five guys in the world jumping better than me right now."
Rudd's persooal record is 54 feet,
33/4 ioches. The world record is 58
feet, 8 inches.
Rudd is gearing up for the Olym·
pics, but isn't triple jumping every
day.
:-c
"The less l do the triple jump, the
better I do. It's easy to get burned
out," he said. "I'll probably concentrate on running sprints in most
of
the meets.
jl! "I
will try to peak in the triple
~ jump around
the Olympic trials," he
~
~

"'

~.........................................................................................

I 83-84 CHORAL I
I • • OFFERINGS
i
I .
il!
Ijl! .
Chamber Singers
~
.
MONDAYS and WEDNESDAYS
~ 3:00pm· 5:00pm
B-117, l'ine Arts Center
0111 (243·001, undergraduate
560·002, graduate)
~ • !\ highly select touring ensemble <if approximately 26 singers. Specializes In Ihe

I :~,;,hr~~r~~~~>~g:;~;~·~coM'~~~~~~~rs~~.%~u~~~~i~~~~~~~!
il!
Concert Chorale
I
! . ..
THURS~AYS
jl!
jl!

!il!
il!

il!

il!
il!

advanced
preparationIsisneeded
necessary
to audition
il!~ •• No
No special
appointment
to audition

~

(auditions are on a first-come,. flrst.served basis)
~ • ALL ONM choral ensembles are open to ALL ONM students
~ • Undergraduate and graduate credit Is avaiiabie
0111 • Audition. resu. Its .wll.l be po.sled no l.ater th. a.n 9 AM
.~
on FRIDAY· AUQUST 23
~ • Music mqjors are NOT granted preferential. placement
~
and membership in UNM choral ensembles
~ • Call the UNM chOral office (277-4202) for further Information

~

jl!

•.
Michael A,

Olympic hopeful Dwayne Rudd practices the triple jump at
University Stadium.
said. "To do that 1'.11 really start
training hard in April."
An<l when he does start training
hard, Rudd will work on specific
areas of his jump, he said. "My
technique is good - the hop not up
to par. I need a longer phase in the
hop."
Rudd didn't start the triple jump
until late in his high school career
when a coach in his hometown of
Philadelphia saw talent in Rudd.
"My technique was horibie back
then," he said. "But by the third
meet, I was jumping 49 feet and was

offered a scholarship here (UNM)."
Mike McEachon, then a graduate
assistant coach for the men's jumpers and currently head women's
!rack coach, worked with Rudd on
his technique. McEachon said that if
Rudd remains healthy and gets more
agressive at the board, he will have
at least an outside shot of becoming
an Olympian.
"The last three steps are costing
him at least a foot in the jump,"
McEachon said. "If .he can correct
that, he could be (jumping) over 55
feet."

. Thethreeru,nners stayed in a lead1ng pack with veteran Rodolfo
Gomez of Mexico and Jose DaSilva
of Brazil throUghout much of the
race. With two laps to go, Nertow
sprinted into second place with
Rodolfo Gome. z dropping back and
out of contention. Then, with 500
meters left, Tibaduiza surged ahead
of a fading Nenow and was in tum
Upstaged by Gomez, who won going
away.
Tibaduiza took the silver medal
and Nenow won the bronze, the first
American in track and field of the
Games.
In the men's 100-meter quarterfinals, Sam Graddy of ~ew Rochelle, N.Y., ~d Ken .Robmson of Be~
keley, C~hf.: q.uahfied for the semi"
finals w1th times of 10.50 seconds
and 1~.69 respectively. Qualifying
heats m the 100-me~ers were scheduled for Tuesday mght.
Sharicffa Barksdale of Harriman,
Tenn., and Judi Brown of East Laosing, Mich., won their respective
semifinalheatsinthewomert's400meter hurdles. Barksdale, theAiner-

r.ecord-hold7r at 55. 7S, was
t1medm 57.50w.h1leBrown took the
second heat in 57,29.
In the men's 400-metcr hurdles
semifinals, James King of San
Diego was the lead~r goi~g into
Wednesday's final with a time of
50.25. The other heat was won by
Ian Newhouse of Canada in 52.13.
Mark Patrick of Centr~lia, Ill., who
was to have competed m the second
heat, al.so left Caracas earlier
Tuesday.

\.
University of New Mexico soccer
Coach Craig Robertson announced
Monday that tryouts for the team
will be held Aug. 24-26 at the UNM
South Campus Fields.
Any students carrying 12 hours or
more in the fall semester are eligible
to play on the team.
The University team, which was
granted varsity status last month,
will host the New Mexico Intercollegiate Invitational Soccer Tournament Sept. 10.

~ ;;;~;;;;;~~~;;;;;~;;;;;;~;;;;~;;~;;;;~;.;
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Perry Rodent Wants You at

~

II'!

!.ll"l

jl!
~

~

WE SINCERELY HOPE YOU WILL
il!
JOIN US IN THE FURTHER ADVANCEMENT
OF THE CHORAL ART .·
~

!

One NFL team sent a veteran tight
end packing Tuesday and another
might be going if he doesn't impress
his coaches this weekend.
Gary Shirk, who spent eight years
with the Giants, was among four
players cut to enable the Giants to
reach the 60-man rosterlimit. Shirk,
who caught 130 passes in his NFL
career, started jUst one game last
season and was outplayed by three
rookies and veteran Tom Mullady in
pre-season.
Shirk's best season was 1981
when he caught 42 passes for three
touchdowns in helping the Giants
into the playoffs.

i~an

Tryouts Slated

BUBONICON 15

UNM Trailblazers
First meetiog of the year
will be
Wednesday, August 31
in the Alumni Office

il!il~~....~.......................................................................~~~~~BSSS~~~~$SSS~~~~$SSSSS~~~

Science Fiction Convention

August 26·28, 1983
Mountain View Inn
(Central andp Tramway)
Films • Panels
Readings • Parties
Guest of Honor
Jack Williamson
Info: 892•11520 after 6.

Despite the disappointing scrimmage last weekend, Dunn said Tuesday he had not changed anything in
practice. "We don't change things
in practice because that gives the
impression that we are doing the
wrong things. I think we are doing
the right things and will keep doing
them and hope to improve,"
Dunn said the weekend scrimmage was "over and forgotten."
Dunn will get a chance to see what
improvements have been made in
scrimmages today and Saturday..
Extra Points: Lobo booster club
president Bob Jones reported at the
banquet they have raised almost
$461,000, about 10 percent more
than at this time last year. . .
two players - starter Paul ZamDunn was parading down the hall
prelli and backup Gordie Cl,lnning- Tuesday with a picture from the
ahm - this season.
movie .The Wild Bunch. "We saw
"They (the coaching staff) want the movie as a team a couple of years
me to try it now while there is no ago and named one of our defenses
pressure on me," Carter said. Car- after it," Dunn explained, ..
ter, who will probably see a lot of
Lineman Donnie Gassaway, who
~ction .in othe~ offensive line posi- reported to camp with an apparent
llons, 1s working at center in case pinched nerve, has undergone
either Derek Skene or Scott Maney surgery and will be lost indewould be hurt.
finitely ..• ·
Carter said the offensive line has
Paul Zamprelli, lost for the season
had to pull together after losing after back surgery, has been released
Zamprelli to back surgery. "I think from the hospital. , ,
we've all tried to pick up the slack
Lineman Tom Bradford was
because it would be hard for one wheeled off the field <luring Monplayer to take Paul's place, That's day's practice, Bradford, who at
not to take anything away from De- first was feared to have a major inrek or Scott, but Paul was a great jury, only was suffering from too
player," Carter said.
much heat and returned to practice
"He was also a leader among the Tuesday ...
offensive linemen. It seemed as if he
set the tempo for the line. Ifhe was
having a good day, then we all had a
good day," he said.

NFL Teams Cut Players

Cuba Wins First Track M
. . -edal

TUESDAYS and
.
C:ARA~AS, Venezuela (UPI)~ 3.00 pm 5.00 pm
B 117, fme Arts Center
Lms Delis of Cuba took advantage
~ (244-001, undergraduate
560·002, graduate) 0111 of the departure of the two favored
jl! •Aselect enscmbleornot more than 56slngersspeclallzlngln the study, prepara· ~ United States athletes to win the first
jl! tlonandperfofl11anceorthegreatchoralllteraturerorlhemiJ<ed·volceensemble. ~ track~dfieldgoldmedalofthePan
jl!
Amencan Games Tue.sday ~ith a
jl! . .
TUESDAY evenings
mark of 59 feet, lOV. mches m the
jl! 7:30pm· 9:30pm
B-117, fine Arts Center)~ shot put.
(143·001, undergraduate
560-002, graduate)
Jesse Stuart of Hitchock, Texas,
0111 • A larger oralorlo chorus open to University students and persons outside !he jl! and Ian Pyka of College Park, Md.,
~ University community. Weekly rehearsals nc;mnally cUI.mlnate In pe.rrormances or jl! who both have thrown consistently
II'!
,larger choral works With orchestra each semesler,
0111 over 60 feet for the American team,
~
formal AUDITIONS NOT required ror membership.
~ were among the 13 track and field
A WORD ABOUT AUDITIONS • • •
~ athletes who left Caracas earlier
~ Each individual possesses certain vocal potentials and capabili- ~ Tuesday.
Uesasa choral ensemble participant at any given time. The UNM ~
jl! choral program t>as attempted to develop offerings that meet II'! Delis hit his winning throw on his
jl! the needs and challenges of a large cross-section of persons jl! second attempt and the closest any
:ilf wishing to sing in a choral ensemble. The purpose, therefore, of jl! competitor could come to him was a
~ general choral auditions is to help the participant find the en- jl! 56 - 9'14 effort, which won the sil~ semble best suited to him or her at the time of the audition. As 0111 ver medal for Wei I Gert of Chile.
~ one's knowledge and experience broadens, Individuals may~ HubbertMainzotofTrirtidad, Toba"
~ progress to other ensembles iti the choral program, THERE ISA ~ go, took the bronze at 54- I.
~ CHORAL ENSEMBLE AT UNM fOR ALL INTERESTED PERSONS! ~
Ill the only other gold medal de·
:ilf
~ cidedTuesday,JoseGomezofMex~
AUDITION TIMES:.
jl! ico used a spectacular final lap kick
~
MONDA.y TH.ROUGH THU.RS.· D·"'Y
. 0111 to sprint past Domingo Tibaduiza of
~
n.
~ Colombia and Mark Nenow of Lex~ AUGUST 22·25; 10 AM • NOON: 1 PM • 4 PM·~ ington, Ky., to win the 10,000~
ROOM 1116, FINE ARTS CENTER
~ meter final in 29:14.75.

University Chorus

The University of New Mexico
football team got two pieces of good
news earlier this week - they may
be featured in 1\ national sports
magazine and get to eat someplace
other than the training t&ble, ·
Head Coach Joe Lee Dunn told
his team after Monday's workout
tha.t Sport$ Illustrated magazine
may be featuring the Lobos .if they
win their opener Sept. 3 against
Utah. The Lobos will play Tennessee, which wa~ picked as the top
team in the country by Sport magazine, after Utah.
Sports 1/lustrated had planned to
send a writer to cover last year's
UNM-Colorado State game, but ha<i
to cancel when the National Football
Strike ended that week.
The break from campus meals
came Monday night at the Marriott
Hotel, where an estimated 400 players, coaches, University officials,
and fans attended a football kickoff
banquet.
The banquet came after Dunn and
his ~taff worked the team for more
than two hours Monday afternoon.
Dunn had said after Saturday's
scrimmage that the team needed
"three hard days... of practice this
week.
''We needed to have a hard workout after the scrimmage," offensive
lineman Mike Carter said at the banquet. "It always seems after two-adays are done that we relax and let
down. I think that's what happened
over the weekend . "
Carter has been working out some
at center, where the Lobos have lost

The athlete looks down the runway, lining up the proper approach:
Any miscalculation .could mean a
scratch and possible disqualification,
He begins his run with four
bounding leaps, his knees rising
high in the air. He gradually increases his >peed down the runway,
His run is Uke a deer loping through
the woods.
And when the toe board is
reached, the athlete jumps from one
foot, lands on that foot again, hops
to the other foot and then jumps, like
a long jumper, for his final jump.
"In the '30s it was called the
'hop, step and jump' but is now
known as the triple jump,'' said University of New Mexico triple jumper
Dwaine Rudd.
Rudd's a bllsy person. When he is
not jumping, he is hopping between
two jobs an<i working on finishi11g
his major i11 economics and an
associate degree in computer science.

265-3828

Call and

Sports

Sports

• EXAMINAnONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

Denver tight end Riley Odoms, an
11-year veteran, won't be playing
fortheBroncos if he doesn't beat out
James Wrightintheteam's final preseason game Friday against Minnesota.
Broncos Coach Dan Reeves said
Tuesday he thinks Odoms "needs to
go somewhere else to play" if he
doesn't start.
Odoms is Denver's No. 2 career
pass receiver with 392 catches for
5,693 yards and 41 touchdowns.
The Broncos first round draft choice
in 1972 caught a career-low eight
p~sses last year. Odoms and Wright
will each play one half Friday.
Among other veterans cut Tuesday was 10-year veteran wide re•
ceiver Morris Bradshaw, who was
waived by New England. Bradshaw
played ill tWo Super Bowls with. the
Raiders before joining the Patriots
last season.
The Green Bay Packers cut Ray
Stachowicz, their regular punter the
past two seasons.
In other training camp news:
At Suwanee, Ga., the Atlimta Fal·
cons offense, anemic in the first
three exhibition gailles, got a boost

when holdout All Pro tackle 'Mike
Kenn reported to training camp and
fellow holdout R.C. Thielemann
was expected not far behind.
At Houston, Oilers Coach Ed
Biles named veteran Archie Manning as his starter for the Sept. 4
season opener against Green Bay.
Manning edged Gifford Nielsen after the two divided playing time in
the first three pre-season games,
At Dallas, Cowboys Coach Tom
Landry emphasized once again that
Danny White is the team'.s No. 1
quarterback, but he did not sound so
sure about defensive end Harvey
Martin. Martin, who has led the club
in sacks the past 10 years, has been
distracted during the past few
months from financial problems and
his being mentioned in an ongoing
cocaine investigation.
Also, Oilers cornerback Willie
Tullis, charged With criminal trespass for allegedly breaking into a
Woman's apartment, surrendered to
Houston police Tuesday and was
held under $1,000 bond •. Tullis, 25,
was named in a complaint filed last
week in Tom Green County by a
woman identified as Cyndi Neeper
of San Angelo, Texas. A warrant
was issued for his arrest Monday.
At Latrobe, Pa., the Pittsburgh
Steelers reduced their roster to 59
playets by placing five free agents
on the reserve list and sending running back Curtis Brown back to Buffalo after a knee injury nullified last
week's trade. The Stce)ers kept ailing quarterback Terry Bradshaw on
the roster, even though a team
spokesman said Bradshaw "definitely won't play for a while."
AI Washington, defensive end
Mat Mendenhall, Who left Redkins'
camp last week for what club offi.
dais call "personal reasons," was
placed on the reserve list.

Covered -

Good Student
Discount

~aeon
Makers of Handmade
lndiarl Jewelry
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25% cllscount to students
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Riva By YAMAHA

At last, two wheeled transportation
that lets you ride in the manner to which
you've become accustomed.ln style.
The Riva. Which you can~
~~:..~~~~~~~,!~~~,~~~~-~,.ealers: ~
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Workshop Schedule
phone 277-2531
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Orientation to Career Planning & Placement
Every Fri. beginning on Aug. 26- Dec. 16 .. , .... , .. 10:00 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.
Career Planning: Why & How!
Monday, September 12 •.... -. .........•...••..•.•.•...••. 9:00 .. 10:00 a.-m.
Thursday, September 29 •...
3_:00 .. 4:00 p.m ...
Wednesday, October 26 ...•.•....•..•..•....••...•.....•. , 2:00- 3:00p.m.
Tuesday, November 15 .................................. 10:00· 11:00 a.m.
I

••••. I

••

I

,

••

I

•

I

............

I

••

The Jo.b Search: Selling the Product - You!
Tuesday, September 13 ....... , ...•.•. , , .... , •. , ... , .•.. 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Monday, September 26 •.................... , •....... , ..• 9:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Thursday,. October 27 ...•.••.•.•.•...
3:00 .. 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, November 16..• , .••..•..••........ ,, .. , ..... 2:00- 11:00 a.m.
I

•••••••••••••••••••

The Resume: Your Life. History on Two Pages!
Wednesday, September 14 •....... , •....... , , •. , ...•. , ... , 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday,. September 27 ......................... , ....... 10:00 - Il:OO a.m.
Monday,. October 24. •, .••.•.•....... -• .••...• -, ......•.
9:00- 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, November 17 ••.•. , .•. , ...•.. , ..•.. , ........•. , 3:00 - 4:00 p.m.
i

••••

The Interview: Putting It All Together!
Thursday, September 15 •••.•...••.••..• , , ••.•.•.......••. 3:00 • 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, September 28 ••••••••..•.. , . , .• , ....•.•..••. , 2:00 • 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October 25 ••...•.•••..•......•....•... , , ••.••. 10:00 • 11:30 a.m.
Monday, November 14 ..•.••..•.....••. " ................... ~ 9:00. 10:30 a.m.
Individual Assistance As Request~d • By Appointment or Walk·ln
Group Presentations as Ree~uested • B~ Arrangement
Government Career Day
Thursday, November 17 ••••••..•..••.•. , ••......

sun Ballroom 9:00 • 3:00

Cateer Fair tor Non-Technical Majors
Wednesday, March 21, 1984, SUB Ballroom .• ,,,,.,.,, 9:00 a.m.-3:00p.m.
Special Recruiting Event for Educators, 1984
Thursday & Friday, April26 &. 27 sun Ballroom 8:30a.m. ~4:30 P• m. (both days)
(tentative)
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Las Noticias
I'ROSI'ECTIVE TEACUt:ltS: LEARN to usc
microcomp~ters, Unroll in 11d. Fdns. 293·Computer
Awarcncs~ for five weeks, one hour credit. See new
schedule In registrntion center.
8/24
SCAJU;n OF MA'fU? Reducing Math AnXietY
eoum open. WS I 82-003 (#4856) Tues 6:30-8:20 p.m.
or 182·004 (#4805) Mon 4:30·6:30 p.m. Section 3 not
in schedule.
8/26
1983-84 STUDENT Dlltl(CfOitY dclctiOll deadline
Friday, September 2, nt the Student Activities Center,
Room 1(16, NM Union Building. 277·4706.
9/2
KIVA Ct.UII MEETINGS at the Native American
Studies Cemer, 1812 Las Lomas Blvd NE. Kiva Club
meeting for returning students is scheduled for
Wednesday, August 31 nt 4 p.m. A general meeting
also is ~cheduled for Wedne,lday, September 7 nt 4
p.m for students ami anyone lnle(~$ted.
8/26
l!NM TRAILJII,AZt:RS: IMPORTANT first
metting of the ycnr will be in Alumni Office, Wednesday, August31, at 6 p.m. Please be there.
8/31
SEX, JIACI(, ('!,ASS: Learn how they Interact. WS
322. Flh 12:30.
8126
WOMEN: YOlJ SIIOUI,I) take a women studies
collrlc! Begin with llllro, T-Th 9:30 or Mon 6:30~9: IS
p.m.
8/26
S'll'I>ENT
OJIGANIZATION
RECIIAit·
deadline
- Wednc~day,
TEIUNG/chartcrlng
September 14. Check with Student AcUvities <.'enter,
Rooml06, NM Union. 277·4706.
9114
CI.UII? MF.KfJNG? t:vt:N17 Advertise in Las
Noticlas. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
dcpartmcrtts and organizations.
tfn

Personals
'filE TINSEl. TOWN mugger i~ still here.

8/30

Food/Fun
SCHOOl. Ol'f.NING SAI.EI Storewlde 101\'p off.
One week only at rhe Mixed Bag! Munchies and
crunchic~! 2210 Central SE, across from UNM. 8/26
HIJ>Ca:l m:J.JCIOUS fUDGE! On sale thi~ week
<lnly. Reg. $4.99 lb. Now $4.25 lb. At the Mixed Bag,
nto Central SH. Across from UN~. Mon-Fri 9·6.
S:tt 'til5.
8/26
A Nt;w CA'n:(;OJtYl The Daily Lobo proudly
pre1ent~ ...h}(ld/Ftrn,"
It's a place for ttn·
noun•·emcnt\ of r~stnurant~. p~nies, food sales and
\torc:s, concert~. etc.
tfn

Services
Glt0Ul'IIN11LVIDUAI, TIIEitAPY for binge
cuting/bulinlia. Contact Lawrence Goodllve, 110
VassarSE,2S6-ISS3.
8/30
WE 1>0 AI.TEitATIONS. All kinds, lowCH price in
t11wn. Inquire California Fashions, 2324 Central, 266·
6872,
8/26
SI'ANISII n:ACIIE!t J'IIOM South America
available for private lessons. ~7 .50. Call294·7088.
8/24
Gl 11TAII LI~SSONS. AI.J. styles. Twenty-two years
tcud1ing. John M itchcii26B·0496.
9,r2
l!'illlAN, CHICANA, ANGLO: Southwest women,
learn about )'our heritage! Women Studies 279. MWF
12 noon.
3/26
DANCEitSI TilE WlllEI.Y acclaimed Pilatcs
Method of Mental and Physical Conditioning, used
extensively by N, Y. E. Ballet members, is now
available ttt Body Correctives: 266-0608.
S/24
OVEitWEIGIIT? NEJ;O OVERWEIGIIT people for
an all•natural program (Herballfe). Call25S·9866 or
265-9.529.
917
WE'Ll, DE OPJ:N tlll6tonight- shop late with usl
UNM Bookstore.
8/23
TUTORING AVAILADI.E IN ChE 301, 251, 252,
311, 317, 450, 461 by DS/ChemE. 3.7 gpa, Oroupsor
individuals. Rates negotiable. Call 256-3965.
8126
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
8/31
genius. 242·3093.
MASSAGf: TIIERAPV. REST, relaxation. 822·
2728. Voice pager.
1013
LESBIANS: M\'TJIS, REALITIF-5. learn about
hcterosexlsm. Womell Studies 335, Wed 6:30-11:15
~~

~6

PIANO LESSONS: EXPERIENCED teacher sctks
interested students of all ages and levels. Call Laura
Kramer 265·1352,
8/26
1101\JE TYI'ING SERVICE. Retired professor.
Grammar, spelling, confidentiality guaranteed. 2923431.
8/31
GElTJNG MAR!tllm? I.EAVt: the worrying to
Venable and Friend. Venable will take the
photographs and Friend will bake the cake. Ask (or
JlmorDarbara268·1513 or296·3449.
8/26
TYPIST: 1'ERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 917
GUITAR LESSONS. Al.l. styles. Exact solo
copying. Improvisation, reading and theory. You
design your own program. Marc's Guitar Center, 143
i-rarvardSE. 265·331.5.
tfn
STUDENT CAR OWNERS: Get Acquainted Special.
Two blocks from UNM. Sl50 worth of car main·
tenance services {or S20. Includes free: tarb and
timing adjustment, computer spin balance, lube,
engine analysis and more. , • Oil change. $!1.!15. $10
discount on tunc•up. Call evenings for ln(o. Ed Stone
265-4939. One week only!.
8!26
MCAT. EXCEUENT REVIEW course. Self-study
With tapes. Like new. Graduate Admissions

Preparation Service. Cost $315, sell for $200. 892·
8887.
8/2~
ACUI.EX WORD PltOCESSING: Theses, disser·
tqtions, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
12/12
ACCl/RA'H; INfORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterili~alion, ~bortlon. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
CONTACfS-POI.ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on l.omas Just w~st of Washlngton.
tfn
w•: <iOT DISTIUDUTOitS. Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (Lennon :ltyles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Optlci~ns,
~019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PIIEGNANCY n:STING & counseling. Phone 247981~
lfu

Housing
r.n;DICAL, LAW Olt grad student wanted to share
nice two-bdrm house. Two blocl<s from north
campus. $230 per month, v~ utilities, After S p.m ..
call Tres at 268·5559.
8/30
JIOUSEMATF; WANTED. NONSMOKEII, Walk to
UNM. 268-0326. Keep u·yiug.
8/30
HOOMMA'{E WANTF:O TO sh~re lwo-bdrm house
in quiet neighborhood. Close to campus. $1$0/mo.
plus Vr utilities. Call Kevin at 268·654?.
8/30
FEMALE JIOUSEMATE NEEDED to share four·
bedroom horne near UNM. $110 plus utilities
monthly. No pets, children or smokers, please. Call
Cheryl at256·3746. Must be21 or over.
8/30
NORTII VAI.LEY TWO.bcdrm, Solar, WB stove,
washer/dryer. $400 plus utilities, 243-7688.
8/26
WANTED TO RENT; Local attorney, wife, two
children need three-bedroom, two-bath home. Prefer
UNM area. Calll-287-368.1 5-8 p.m.
8/26
GRADUATE, MEUICAL or mature person: Share
attractive four-bedroom house ten mlnu.tes from
campus. $175/monlh plus share utilities. 256·9318.
8/26
fEMAU: ROOMMATE WANTED to share threebedroom house. Two miles from campus. $200 per
month, v, utilities. Call Becky before 6 p.m. 842·
1844, After6p.rn. 266·4019.
8126
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share nice two· bedroom
apt. in northeast. Female grad student preferred. Call
Ian, Sunday-Wednesday 296·.5124. $220 plus utilities.
8/26
STUI)JO SllO. t:HICU:NCV $185. Fumlshed,
utilities paid. 842·6170.
9/9
'IWO.IWOM AI'ARTMF.NT plus kitchen fi1•e
minutes from campus to west. $200 plus utilities.
8126
Unfurnished. Call277·4310 o~2664770.
ROOMMATt:- LARGE, BEAUTU'UJ. two-bdrm,
~wo-bnth apartment, t~nnls. $190/rno. Nonsmoker,
255-4481.
8/26
'fHE CITAI)EL: SUP.ERIIlocation near UNM and
downtown. Bus service e1ery 30 minutes, I bedroom
or effi~iency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen wlth dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
FOR RE!'I'T: EH'ICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo .. for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilitic~ paid, St 75 security deposit. Fully
furnlshed·security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
fRf:E LIMITED EDITION Serigraph. Details, call
843-7370.
8/30
YAMAIIA ll STRING SISO or best offer. Used
tennis racquets, make offer. Art 265-0965 evenings;
8/24
ROYAL ELECtRIC OFFICE model typewriter $65;
Smith-Corona portable typewriter S3S; unusual old
wicker rurnlturc; dolls plus other unique collectibles.
Cash only. 266-5485.
8124
FULL OED, CLEAN S95. 266·9462.
8/25'
CUSTOM BUILT STEREO cabinets and
bookshelves. Free measuring and estimates. Call
evenings 247-2817.
8/30
HONDA CL·JSO. 12000 miles. $450.242-7.102, 8/JO
CENTURION 12-SPEED w/extras. SIBS/offer, 2434250.
8/26
COUCII, EXCELLENT CONDITION, neutral
8/26
colors. SBO. Call26.5·347S.
CLASSIC 1!165 VOLKSWAGEN bug. Runs
superbly, dependable transportation, valuable status
8/26
symbol. OnlyS8SO. Doug873·18'.11.

COMPUTER STUDENTS, TIRED of fighting the
crowds at the computing center? G~t you terminals,
modems and micros at a discount. C~ll now, 842•
9438.
8/29
67 VW BUS. Rebuilt engine, runs. great. $800 or b~st
offer. 266-9428,
8/29
'71 SUIIARU, ONE owner, front-wheel drive, excellent running condition, passed emission-control
test. $1000. 281-5465.
8/29
71 VW nus. AC, external oil cooler, good
mechanical condition. Many extras. $1895 or best
offer. Darrell344-8981.
8/29
USED !lOOKS, SILKSCREENED !·shirts, folkwear
patterns, variety imports and accessories, Great prices
.at the Bookcase, 109 Mesa SE. Across from Hodgin
Hall. Tuesday-Saturday I 0-6.
8/26
1960 HONDA 650 custom. Low miles, fully dressed,
many extras, $1285.256-9318.
8/26
J.OTSA INEXPENSIVE USED furniture. Beaver
Furniture, Yale and Stadium. 842-6421,
9/2
1977 JIONDA CVCC. Five-speed, FM/cassette,
excellent condition/mileage. 265·394$.
8/30
1980 IIARLEY·DAVJJ)SON FXB Sturgis. Belt·
drive, 80 cubic inch,$5000. 888·3381.
8124
1980 HONDA CX·SOO Deluxe. Shaft drive, water
cooled, excellent condition, under 5000 miles. $1495.
897-0636 or766-27 SS. Leave message for Colvin.
8/26
SOIIA BLOCK. FOUR fine chairs and table plus
desk-drawers $139. Also washer, dryer and stove.
294-5825.
8/24
1976 SUDARU COUPE. Five-speed, good condition,
$900 . 243·1413 evenings,
8/26
OLIVEITI PRAXIS-30 typewriter. Eight-word
memory, many electronic features, New $300. Leave
message. 298-0488 Diana.
8/24
COUCH AND CHAm set $25, Honda Civic service
rnanual$10, ski rack$10, 266-7038,
8/24
1978 HONDA CDt255. 75-85 rnpg, Very good
condition. Perfect for around town. $500. 277-3859
or 884-9522.
S/26
ADJ.ER TYPEWRITF.R W/case. Excellent condition. $95. 266·8027 eveniugs. Lane.
8/26
1919 DOI>G~; COJ.T. Excellent mileage, $2800.3442931.
8/25

Employment
!l!liQIIT, ENTHUSIASTIC, DEDICATED
graduate or undergraduate chemistry, physics and
history tutors- must be work-study cleared or
eligible for Fall 1983. Contact Bea at UNM Upward
Bound Program, 277-3506, at2013 Mesa Vista Hall.
917
WANTED: PART·TIME apartment maintenance
person. Flexible hours. Must have own tools. Reply
to llox23303, Albuq. 87192.
8/30
IIARO.WORKING, DEPENDABLE individuals
wanted Jor employment at Burger King across from
UNM. We are willing to work around your school
schedule. Full·tlme and part·time available. Apply In
person.
8/29
!.EARN CHIMAYO WEAVING and earn money.
Call Lisa 266-4133.
8/29
GRAPIIJC ASSISTANT NEEDED at Biomedical
Communications, Job description: Layout of charts,
graphs, information for slides, brochures, posters,
etc. Must be work-study student qualified for em·
ploymcnt. Portfolio required with prior experience In
the field. Knowledge of copy camera and general
graphic art technics needed. Contact Yvonne Walston
277-3633.
8/26
TUTORS NEEDED FOR fall semester, Primarily
math, English, biology, accounting, chemistry,
engineering and economics, Work-study preferred.
Call Athletic Advisement Office 277-6536,
8/26
LOOKING FOR A challenging career paying SlOO
month now, $20000 or more yearly upon graduation?
Call AFROTC, 277·4502.
8/26
WANTED: NEWS REPORTERS and arts writers for
New Mexico Dally Lobo. News reporters call Dennis.
Arts writers call Johanna. 271·S6S6.
8/24

I Lobo Display Ads..1
-----------I
I
Call our ad staff today

1 at 277-5656 and find 1
advertis~

about a good
1
II ing
investment and 1
bargain. Or stop by I

.r.-----------___________ __
-...

1
1131 Marron Hall, Mon-1
1 day through Friday 81
I a.m,.;5 p.m.
I

NEED COPY EDITOR for ma~ter's thesis. Must
have e~perience in editing academic work. Scott 8216198. Also try277-S656 in evenings,
8126
COCKTAil. WAITRESSf-5 WANTED. Apply in
person a.fter 5 p.m. Must be 21. The Hungry Bear,
1200 Wyoming Blvd NE.
8/24
fULL/PART·TIME work for students. Good PaY·
266-5528 seven days. DATA.
8/24
WE NEED STUDENTS, preferably work·study, at
the Mountainside YMCA. Nee\~ help with tennis.
after and before scho<ll program; sports programs;
janitorial, Call Ron 292·2298.
8/25
PART·TIMF; JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Must be able to work Friday ami
Saturday nights, Apply in person, no phone calls
please, Saveway Liquor Storeat5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
9/16
WORK AND TRAVEL free. Cruiseships and airlines
need help, all occupations. For Information, call602998-0575 ext. 924.
8/29

Travel
RIDER[Sl NEEDED TO New York. I will pay for all
gas! Datsun pickup with camper sleeps two. Leaving
Aug, 23 or Aug. 24. Naomi 842·1594. Details,
especially costs, negotiable.
8/24
ADVEitTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride need$
in the Daily Lobo.
lfn

Lost&Found
CJ.AIM YOl/R LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
RA Y·BAN SUNGI.ASSES 251\'o off. Kaufman's- a
realArmy·Navy store. 504 YaleSE. 265-7777, 8/31
THE MIXED BAG! Munchies and crunchies for
sorority, fraternity, dorm parties. 2210 Central SE,
across from UNM. 268-8268.
8/26
DAYPACKS AND BACKPACKS, assorted colors.
Kaufman's West- a real Army-Navy store. 504
YaleSE. 265-7777.
8/31
25% OFt' SWISS Army knives. Kaufman's ~ a real
Army-Navy store. 265-7777,
8131
GARAGE SALE: FURNITURE, desk, dishes,
bedding, towels, appliances, 5-speed women's bike,
two cars ($500, $1 000). 2904 Charleston. Two blocks
west of.Pennslyvania, one block south of Candelaria.
8/26
Sat, 8127, 9-S.
CLASSIFJEDS GET RESULTS. Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
TRAIL SHORTS AND military shorts- best
selection in town. Kaufman's- a real Army-Navy
store. 504 YaleSE. 265-7771.
8/31

CAMPUS BICYCLE
100% hand-crafted cotton futons
Bright Future Futon Company
• • cottage lnduatry •

2424 Garfteld Avenue SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
(505) 268·9738

~.

Tune-up $10

Sale Prices on

I 06 Vassar S£

Everythlngl
268-6541

WEDNESDAY

''BASH"
LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE 810
MAT • GMAT • OAT
OCAT • PCAT • VAT
SSAT • PSAT • ACHIEVEMENTS
SAT • ACT • TOEFL • MSKP
MArL MED BDS • ECFMG
FLEX • VQE • NOB • RN BDS
CPA • SPEED READING

3

for

1 DRINKS

9 p.m. to

closi~g

Live Entertainment
Coronado Center

~1lMPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparallon Specialists

S1nce 1938
For mlormat1on. Please Call:

......._

265-2524 _ ......

MCAT CLASSES
BEGIN TONIGHT
Call Now

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

50
51
52
55

Knowing
Legend
1 Pipes
Physics unit
6 Summon
Ethnic disor10 Sea: Prefix
ders:
14 Nautical
2words
direction
58 Eve or Marie
15 Turkish regi- 60 Enid native
ment
61 Allowance
16 Large dog
62 Uprear
17 "Ave-"
63 Suffers
18 Misleading
64 About
20 NWT native: 65 New World
Abbr.
range
21 Garment
23 Stream
DOWN
24 Golf problem 1 British title
26 A tense
2 Arrow poison
28 Approach
3 Bottle opener
30 Thick
4 Numeric pre31 Pool shot
fix
32 Sailor's
5 Political phi·
protector;
losophy
2 words
6 Mooch
36 Unseal: Poet. 7 Greek god37 Treated
dess
38 Bother
8 Resin
39 FDA fan
9 Sprawl
42 Batter
10 Painter Henri
44 Liquid
heaters
11 In force
45 French resort 12 Bird
46 Baseballer
13 Unmoving
49 Studied hard 19 Wage

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

L:;...J.::...J.::.."-'-

advance
22 Month: Abbr.
25 Card game
26 Nosy one
27 Stony ridge
28 Scow, in
Paris
29 Garment
30 Containers
32 Of the sun
33 Washed
34 Ore source
35 Auto pioneer
37 Scandinavian
40 Edicts

41 Solvent
42 Curealf
43 Pronoun
45 Engine part
46 Ditty
47 Heedful
48 Implicit
49 Lard
51 Plant part
53 Cereal
54 Fetches
56 Possessive
57 Mountain:
Prefix
59 Jar

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink

$1.90
Coupon Good Today Only 8·24

Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday
NeopOI~an, Socthan

& WhOle Wheat Prua

~!~~~~d_s!...:'!!.~c.:':!.

Need Some Extra Cash?

Dozent of cobs; lots of styles.
Nylon or canvas.
Prtcel .ltalt at $8.99
..t ~\\FMAN~tt•
~

Wf..\'1

I,

ARMY-NAVY GOODS

504 YALE SE

265-7777
'·

Whether you are selling or buying, classified ads say it all. With
29,000 readers, your
message gets a lot of
exposure. Come to
131 Marron Hall to
place your ad.

l

)

)

